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Abstract
Given a complex valued function i. with domain §,,~ the symmetric group on
{l~ 2.... ,n}, we define the matrix function (he) in the usual way. and restrict(/,;.(.) to
.t/ ,;, the n x n positive semi-definite Hermitian matrices. If i. E C§II' the algebra of
functions from §" to C, then i. is said to be Hermitian if ;.(a-I ) = i.(fT) for eachfT E §II'
By K, we mean the cone of Hermitianelements i. E C§" such thatdi.(A) ~ 0 for each
A E .1f'f/' and by K:;', also a cone, we mean the intersection of KI1 with the set of class
functions on §". Recently Barrett. Hall, and Loewy showed that if 11 ~ 4. then K:/ is
finitely generated, ami that there is a finite set .1:/111 C .ifII of matrices, called test ma-
trices. such that aclass function i. : §n --+ (: is in K~;r if and only ifd,(A) ~ 0 for each
A E .1.111" We demonstratethat if11 ~ 3. then the larger coneK" is not finitely generated
by presentingan infinite set of extreme rays. Consequently. there is no finite set of test
matrices for K, when n ~ 3. In additions«: present a scheme that is effective in iden-
tifying extreme rays in both K, and K~;r. and usc it in conjunction with various sets of
test matrices to identify additional extremerays in each of these cones. In particular,
certainof the rays associated with the Fischerinequality arc proved to beextreme in Kit,
and K:;r. © 1999 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Ir;. is a complex-valued function with domain §II' the SYl11111CtriC group on
{I, 2~ .... J1}. then we define the matrix function d, (.). or [/.]('). such that
di.(A) = 2:,;(:";'11 ;.(0") 1l~/ :J lIUJ(1) loreach n x 11 matrix II = [Oij]. If i. is Hermitian,
that is, }.(O"-I) == i.(d) for each (J' E §II' then (h(') maps the set of 11 x 11 Her-
mitiun matrices into ~, the real numbers, and is known as a generalized (or
Hermitian)matrix function. Familiarexamples of generalized matrix functions
arc det (.). the determinant function, which arises when i. is E, the signum
function, and pert), the permanent function. which arises when i. - I. If we
assume that i. is Hermitian and that ;. satisfies the inequality
LLi.(ar ")x(a)x(r) ~ o.
whenever x E C§'l' the algebra offunctions from §II to C ~ then ;¥ is said to be
positive semi-definite, and d,(.) maps .1(1/, the set of 11 x It positive semi-definite
matrices, into the non-negative real numbers, Characters of subgroups of§II
are positive semi-definite. Moreover, if we define the involution x H x· on C§"
such that .r'((1) = x(a-I) for each a E §/I, then we may construct as many
positive semi-definite elements as we wish; for ifJ'E C§,n then y is positive
semi-definite if and only if there exists an element x E C§1l such that y = XIX,
where the multiplication suggested by the expression x·x is the standard con-
volution multiplication on C§II' ,
Positive semi-definiteness is pertinent to many known results and conjec-
tures. The Lieb conjecture [5], also known as the permanentdominance con-
jecture,asserts that if Gis a subgroup of§;; and i. is an irreduciblecharacter of
G, then d,(A) ~ ;.(e)per(A) for all A E .111/' Letting I denote the identically I
function on §II~ and letting '1 = ).(e) 1 - i.~ we see that Lieb's conjectureis that
d,/(A) ~ 0 for all A E .1(1/' Both I and ;. arepositive semi-definite, but '1 is not.
The conjecture of Soules [11,12], though stated in terms of giganticmatrices
known as Il-matrices, is equivalent to the assertion that if ;.E C§n and ). is
positive semi-definite, thend, (A) ~ i.(e) per(A) for allA E '/(,,; hence, Soules is
claiming that if" == i.(e)l _. i.. thend,}(A) ~ 0 for allA E .1('1/ provided that i. is
positive semi-definite,
Analogous to Lieb's conjecture is a result of Schur [13], usually called
Schur's determinantinequality, which states that ifG is a subgroupof §II and).
is a characterof G, then cl;.(A) ;? ;.(e) det (A) for eachA E jfn• Thus, if we let
'I = i. - }.(e)fn, where f/l is the signum function on §/I , then according to Schur
d11(A) ~ 0 for all A E .ftl/o Although 17 is the difference of positive semi-definite
elements, it also is almost neverpositive semi..definite.
In recent years so many inequalities involving pairsof positive semi-definite
elements i.. have been discovered that researchershave begun to think about the
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problem of trying to characterizeall such inequalitics. The various elements 11
described above are certainly Hermitian and in each case it was either known
or conjectured that d, (A) ~ 0 for each A E .YI/I' Mindful of these examples it is
natural toconsider the set J"of all Hermitian 11 E C§/1 such that d,,(A) ;:: 0 for
allA E .1(1/ and 11 == ;.1 - ;.:! where ;.1 and ;'2 are positive semi-definite. It is easy
to see that JII is a cone; moreover, it seems to be thecase that ,'II = KII , where K,
is the set of all Hermitian i. E C§/1 such that d,(A) ~ 0 for all A E .If /I' Clearly.
K, is a cone. Our ultimate goal is to identify all its extreme rays. The first work
in this area was done by Grone et at. [2] who considered Kn• and determined
that (1/ is extreme for each n. In fact they proved the following strongerresult.
Theorem 1. !I';.E I{n, then d,(A) ~ ;.(e)det (A) [or each A E .11".
To prove that Ell is extreme using Theorem I is a simple matter: for suppose
that (II == ¢I + ~2 where ~I and ~~ arc in KII • Then. by Theorem I we have
d~,(A);:: ~l(e)det(A) and d~~(A) ~ ~2(e)dct(A) for each A E .1ln : thus, ifwe let
'11 :::: ~, - ~I (e)fn and 'I:! == ~2 - ~2(e)(IP then 'I, and '12 are in Kn• Letting ld,
denote the 11 x 11 identity matrix, we note that ~1 (e) == d~t (ldl/) ~ 0 and
~2(e) = d~~(Idl/) ~ O. Moreover, del(ld ll ) == d,,,(Idl/) = d~1 (Idn)+ d;;?(ld/l) ==
~ I(e) + ~2{e) == I; hence, '11 + '12 == 0, which implies thatd"l(A) +eI,,! (A) == 0 for
all A E .ttll • Since d"1 (A) ~ 0 and d,l~(A) ~ afor all A E .1(1/' this means that
d'll(A) == d,/:!(A) :::: 0 for all A E .ill/' We now complete the proof by invoking
Theorem 7 below to conclude that 'I, == 'I:! :=: O. We thushave:
Theorem 2. If 11 is a positive integer, then (1/ is an extreme element of KI/'
Related to f ll , and alsoextreme, is a function which we call (II' Let Gil denote
the fix-l subgroup of §n, that is, let Gil == {(T E §,,: a( I) == I}. and for each
positive integern let 'II{O') be -({(1) orOaccordingto whether (J is in §'J \ Gil or
G'I, respectively. The elements (II arise naturallyfrom a consideration of the
Fischerinequality; for if A E ,it'n. andAII denotes the principal submatrixof A
obtained by deleting A's first row and first COIUll111, then
[(,,](A) :-.;;: all det (A 11) - det (A) ~ O. The proof of thefollowing is presented in
Section 5.
Theorem 3. (1'11 is (( positive integer, then (/I is ((11 extreme element of K//,
If 11 =2, thenK, is finitely generated. for it is easy to show that each member
of K2 is a non-negative linear combination of the transposition ,:! == (12) and
theelement €2 == e - (12) both of which areextreme elements. For largervalues
of 11 the situation is notnearly so simple; for aswe demonstrate in Section 4, if
n ~ 3, then K, has aninfinite set of extreme rays. Thus,
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Theorem 4. J1' 11 ~ 3. then K" is uotfinitelv generated.
The infinite family used to prove ThcorCI11 4 consists ofelementsof C§" that
arc sparse in thesense that 110 member of the familyhas more than 4non-zero
coefficients. The details arc presented in Section 4. Other useful results arc
presented. Forexample, Theorem 10, when used in conjunctionwith Theorem
9 and the various sets or lest matrices presented in subsequent sections, pro-
vides an effective method for identifying the extreme clements or K,I • This
method is employed whenever we prove that a J11Cl11ber of C§II is extreme.
lmmanunts are matrixfunctions of the form d,(.) where i. is an irreducible
character of§II~ and many inequalities involvi.ig pairsof immanants restricted
to the positive semi-definite Hermitian matrices have been discovered. See
Refs. l6-·1 0] for a description of recent work. More pertinentto the study of
immanant inequalities is the cone K:;' whose elements arc the members of K"
that arc constant on theconjugacy classes of §Il' This cone hasrecently been
considered by Barrett et al. [I] andshown to be finitely generated when 11 ~ 4.
Of course (1/ E K:;' for each 11. Moreover, we have the following theOrC111.
Theorem 5. ~I' 11 is a positive integer. then (/I is all extreme element (~I' K~;'.
Proof. Since 1(:;' c K," clements ~I and ~2 in K:;' such that c; I + ~2 = (In are also
clements in K, such that ~I + ~2 = (Jl~ Therefore. Theorem 5 follows Irom
Theorem 2. 0
If n ~ 3. then ~" is not in K:,'; hence, it cannot beextreme in K:;r. However,
we can obtain anextreme ClCI11cnt (II 1'1'0111 ~II via the natural projection nil
defined on C§" by iTlI(i.)::::(n!r'Lac}:'" rri.a-I • Thus, letting e/l = 1t'I((II)' we
obtain:
Theorem 6. Ijn is a posit ioe integer, then {II is an extreme element (~I' K:;'.
The proof of Theorem 6is in Section 6.
2. Basic definitions, necessary lemmas and theorems
IfII is a positive integer, thenlet 111 denote {I, 2, .... 11}, let ../In denote the set
of II x 11 complex matrices, and define the natural inner product(".) on ,/1" by
{A, B) = L~';:cl I:.~o:'l (Iijb(i for allA = [a(;] and B = [bij]'To demonstrate that an
element ). E C§II is 0 it is sufficient to test the matrix function [).] (.) against the
111embers of .ff'".This result, which is more rigorously stated below ~ was first
obtained by Wu Jun[14]. A similar result is Lemma 1 of [2].
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Theorem 7. frio E C§II and [i.](A) = O/l)f each A E .11 11 0 then ;.(0") ~ O.fl)f each
(1 E §Il'
If U is an IIl-cICI11CtH subset of the positive integers. then §( U) denotes the
symmetric group on U. and ,II (U) denotes the set 01" all functions
M: U x U -~ C such that if (IJ is the unique increasing function 1'1'0111 111/ to U,
then 1he III x III Inatrix [Mr/lln.f/1u,] jsin .1i/l,' In essence .11 (U ) is .11", except that
entries arc indexed by the elements of U instead or the elements of fll/' By
C§(U) we mean the algebra of functions from §( U) to C, and by K( U) we
J11Can the set or all Hermitian clements i. E C§(U) such that
[i.](A) == L(TI_'~ru) i.(O") Dlld'(ill.nlll) ~ 0 for all A:::: [a~i] in .If (U). Wc restate
Theorem 7 in terms of .1f(U). §( U). C§( U), and K( U) thus obtaining:
Theorem 8. Suppose U is afinite subset (~f' l!1e positir« integers. f( i E ([:§(U),
and [).](A) = Ofl)/" each A E.1I (U). then i.(a) = O'/(JI"each (J E §(U).
If;'~ ::::: {U, V} is a set partitionor III' then by G,1) we shall J11Can the stabilizer
group oL~; that is. the set of all 0" E §// such that 0"(U) :::::: U and 0'( V) :::= V. II'
A E .1((U) and B E .:r-(V), then A W.1'B denotes the member M == [mij] of .1fl/
such that 1111:; == a., if (i.j) E U x U l l1lii == hij if (i,j) E V x V. and ni., == 0 if
(i,j) is not in U x U or V x V. We require the following additional strength-
ening of Theorem 7.
Theorem 9. fl';.E C§/t' and ;fJ = {V, V} is (/ non-trivial set partition oft, such
that [).J(A E:D.1' B) = O/C)I" each A E .ff(U) and B E .Yl( fI), 'hen i.(a) == O./iJr each
(1 E G.,!,.
Proof. If M E .Ytll , then define Mu : U x U --+ C according to Mu(i,j) = Mi;
for each (i,j) E U x V, and define M, analogously with respect to V.
Clearly, Mu E ,j{,(U) and M; E .yt( V). Let XiI be the member of C§II that
agrees with ). on G.1' and is zero on §II \ G,:!,. Letting 'M' denote Mu (1),1' Ml'
we have M' E .~/[", and [}:1'](M) == [}.J(M'). By hypothesis, [i.](Q) == 0 when-
ever Q == A r-JJ.9' B for sonle A E .Yl(U) and B E .1l(V); thus, fI:~](M) ==
[}.](M') =: 0 for all M E ,11'1/' To complete the proof we invoke Theorem 7 to
conclude that ),,'1' :::: O. 0
Since .ffn is itself a cone, we may consider its extreme rays. Lemma I says
thai if A E .11'", and the rank ofA is 1. then A is an extreme element of .It,,,
while Lemma 2 gives a simple condition that isnecessary and sufficient for a
HermitianA E .il" to bc in .1(/1' Proofs of these well known results arc not
included.
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Lemma I. Suppose A E .If 1/ and lite rank of A is I. If A = M, +M: where
1.1,. kh E .11'1/' then there exist non-negatire real numbers k, and k2 such that
!'vII = klA and M2 :::= k2A.
Lemma 2. IfA E ./11/ and A is 11"I'I11;1i(/lI, then A E s , ifand only ~1(A.B) ~ 0
for each illref/ible B E .11".
The next result is repeatedly used in conjunction with Theorem 7 to prove
that various members of K" arc extreme.
Theorem 10. Let i. he a non-zero member ofK". (/11d suppose that/here exist lion-
zero clements ¢I and ~2 in K, such that ). == ¢I + ~~. Suppose there exists a 11011-
Irioial set partition .1'= {U. 11} (~I' I" lind [uncii011s i.v:§ (U) -t C and
;.,< §( V) --+ {: such that:
(a) {Fa E §(U) and T E §(VL then i.(ar) == ;'U(a)i'i'(T)1
(b) i.e is all extreme ray ill K(U),
(c) ;.,. is all extreme ray inK(V).
Then, there exist non-negatitv numbers (', and C2 such that
~i(O'r) = ci i.u(a)).I'(r)./()I' all (J E §(U), T E §(V), andi E li-
Proof. That .!f1 is non-trivial means that neither U nor V is empty. To prove our
theorem we shall restrict i. to the set of matrices in.111/ that are of theform
A (:!j,f B where A E .Yf (U) and B E .Yf (V). If M = [mij] is such a matrix, then
l1lij = 0 unless i and j are both in U or both in V; so, the hypotheses of the
theorem imply that
{I.](A (~~,jl B) = [i.u](A)[i'I' ](B) == [~d(A EB,i' B) + [~~](A EB.jl B). (2.1)
For arbitrary'I E C§1I we have
[II](A (10. 11 B) = L L 1/(rrr)ITa".Il(.\')ITb1.f (t )
(jf~:':,(U) rE~-~(I") ,\'EU IEI'
for each A E .11(V). and B E .1/(V); thus. we define ~i.A: §( V) -4 C according
to
~i ...r (r) = L ~i (zrr)ITa.\',(T(S)
(jeHU) ,\EU
(2.2)
for all such A, B, and i. Since ~i is Hermitian. and the map(J -1 11~Eu 0S,Il(,\') is
Hermitian, it follows that (i.:I is Hermitian for each i and A. That [~i ...d(.) is
non-negative when restricted to .fl(V) is dear because [~i.A](B) == [~i](A ED,,!, B)
for each B E .11'( V). Thus. ~i...l E K( V) for all A E .1((U) and i E h1 and on
account of Eq. (2.1) we have
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[1.](A q;.i B) ::::: [i.UJ(A)[i.l'](B) = [~J...d(B) + [~2 ..,,] (B) (2.3)
for each A E .11 (U) and B E ,ff (V) ; so, we may invoke Theorem 8 to conclude
that
[i.u](A)i.1' = ~ I...r + ~2...t lorall A E .11 (U). (2.4)
We claim that for each A E .ff(U) there exist non-negative numbers ('I (A)
and ('2(A ) such that
(2.5)
By hypothesis i'l" is anextreme member of K( V); hence. if [i.{l](I1) f O. then the
existence of ('I (A) and ('2(A) follows immediately from Eq. (2.4). On the other
hand, if [I.u](A) =: O ~ then by Eq. (2.4) we have ~I...t + (2 ..'1 :::; O. which implies
that [~l.td(B) + [~2 ...d(B) == 0 for allB E .ff(V). But, ~i...r E K( V) for all A and i:
hence. ¢l.A(8) == ~2 ...r (8) zz: 0 for all B E K( V) so ~ I..., =: ~~ ,..J == 0 by Theorem 8.
Thus, when [I.u](A) ::::: 0 the equationsin Eq. (2.5) hold with (',(.4) =: ('2(11) == O.
The non-negative scalars (I (A) and ('2(A) therefore exist in all cases.
If0 E §(V) and i.I'((}) I 0, then Eqs, (2.2) and (2.5) implythat ifA E .YI (U),
then
Cj(A) == (i.,.((J)rl~i ...,((}) == L [~i((j())!)·,,((})]rra'\"IT(S)::=: [~iJ(AL (2.6)
lie ':;(l!l ,~E'U
where ~i((j) == (i.I'((})) l~i(()(J) for each (J E §(U). From Eq. (2.6) we deduce
that if OJ and (h arc 111Cl1lbel's or §( V) such that i.1' (01) "I 0 and i.,. (02) i= 0,
then
L (~i(t1(}I)/ i'r(()1)lTIa,uJ(S) == L [~i((j(}:d! )"'(()2)]11a,\"t1(S)
t1 f ~~(Ui SEU (TE ~)((l1 scU
for each A E .ff(U) ; hence, by Theorem 8 we 11111st have
¢i(()lJd/ I.r(0 1) = ~i( (j(}:d/ ).1'((h) for all (J E § (U). (2.7)
Thus, ~i is independent of () inthe sense that each clement () E §( V) such that
)." (0) :f0 generates the same ei' _ _
Like ~J.:I and ~2.:I the elementsc, and~2 arc in an appropriatecone. In this
case the coneis K( U). That each ~i is Hermitianfollows fromthe fact that both
)." and ~i are Hermitian,and the fact that ~i is independent of 0; that is, () and
0- 1 generate the same_~i' Since ci(A) ~ 0 for each A E §(U) and i E li .
Eq. (2.6) implies that [~i](A) ~ 0 for each A E .1('(U) and i E h. Combining
Eqs, (2.4)-(2.6) we obtain the equalily [).u](A);.,.. =: [~d (A );.v + [~2](A )).'" But,
}." :f0; so, [/.u](A)::::[~d(A) j- [~2l(A) for each A E jf"(U). Applying Theorem
8 againwe obtain that I.u == ~I + ~2' But, by hypothesis }.u is an extre~ne ray in
K( U); so, there mustexist non-negative numbersd, and d2 such that ~ I == d, },v
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and ~:! == d'}.).u. But this in conjunction with Eqs. (2.5) and (2.6)~ and the fact
that [~i](A EfJ.1' B) == [~i ...d(8) gives
[~i](A m.:i B) == [~i",,](B) = ci(A){i'I'](B)= [~i](A)[i·rl(B)
= d;[;.u](A)[I.v](B) (2.8 )
for each A E .1(( UL B E .fI (V): and i E ,;'.. Thus, ThcorC111 9 implies that
~i(rrr) == d;i.u(a)l.r('r) for each a E §( U), t E §( V), and i E h. Since this is
what we set out to prove, we are done. 0
3. An effective set of test matrices: a computational lemma
We shall introducesubsets of .il" that prove useful in identifying Hermitian
elements ofC§1I that arcnot in K,I· By diag(dl , dz ... . ,till) we mean thediagonal
matrix with diagonal elements til, di- .. , .d; in the orderlisted, and, if a E §,Il
then by P(a) we mean the permutationmatrix associated with (1; that is, the
(0. I)-tnatrix [Pijl such that Pij is 1 or 0 according to whether j = aU), or
.i f:. aU). respectively. Observe that if we compute P(a)diag(dl , £12, ••• ,dll ) , then
we obtain a matrix [mul such that mij == drrU) if.i == aU), and l1lij == 0 ifJ f= aU)·
If (1 E §II' d = (d"d:., .. , ,dll ), and \V = (lVI, \V2,"" \1',,), then we let
For example, if 11 = 5 and a is the long cycle permutation (12345), then
dl 0 0 0 \t's
WI d2 0 0 0
.!11(a, d. w) :::: 0 \\'2 d3 0 0
0 0 lv) d4 0
0 0 0 \Vol d5
Byrc-/(rr,d,w) we shall mean i1J(a,d,w)\18(O",d,w), and by Qn(a) we shall mean
the set of all matrices r(l(u, d,w) where d,wE C", Clearly, Qn(a) C ,11'1/ for each
11. WlI Jun [14] used a similar set of test matrices in proving Theorem 7.
If }' is a long cycle permutation then by .f(,,) we shall mean the set of all
permutations ct such that r:J. = e or r:J. can beexpressed as a product ofdisjoint
transpositionschosen from (],)'(I)), ()'(I),1,2( I)).... ,(),II-1 (I), ),11 ( I)). Clearly,
all of the members of .f(y) are involutions, and we have ,f()I) C KilO Each in-
volution is uniquely expressible as a product ofdisjoint transpositions;hence, if
(X is an involution then we may refer without ambiguity to the transpositions
involved in C(~ or belonging to \I.. Thus, ifC{ :::: (j I(h ... (jk, where (jll ()2, .•• , ()k are
disjoint transpositions, then the transpositions belonging to rx are precisely
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<)1, (52"",()k in which case we let I{O:) =: k. Thus, I{') is defined on the set of
involutions in §" andsimply counts thenumberof involved transpositions. Ify
is a long cycle permutation then we shall refer to the elements of .f"()') as in-
volutions associated with I'. If x E .1'(j') and 1(0:) = nlaXf(r.:"(i,)I(fJ)~ then we shall
say that rJ. is a maximal member of .1(')'). In thefollowing +/J denotes addition
mod 11.
Lemma 3. Suppose 11 Is a pOSiUI'C integer and)' is along cycle member l~r§n' For
each i E I" let 1'i = 1';(1). {I' II is even, then the maximal members .f()') are
(1 )( )( ) ( ) I ( )( )( ) ( ) Jr.!' .~, -""It iI'I. -"It ""'t •• III '" oIIIj, ""t ~1 -" ...; ,.., "" •• I '\t '" I 1'/1 J2l/.' 14"5 "1-2~JlI-1 (IlU 11'12 /3lJ4 /S'J(, tn--Idll' n ss
odd then the maximal member» l~f' (~( ·'h') are (1"1.0'2,"" (TI/ where
a, = (~'il/ll' l'ilIl2)(i';'1,,3~ ,'il,A)'" (J'j l rr ' ,I -- 2 ) 1 ,'il-II (II- I l ) .f(JI' each i E [1/'
Proof. This result is almost obvious; so, we consider the even case only. The
proof in the oddcase uses the same technique. Suppose Jl is even and let IX be a
maximal member of .f(i'). Obviously we must have 1(0:) = n/2 since the
elements (1 = (1,1'1 )(Y2' 1'J)('J'41 '5)'" (j'1I-2' )'11-1) and r = (1'1'1'1)(}'3')'4)
(l's, )'6)'" (1'ft-I'J'II) are in .f()') and 1(0-) == l(r) ==. 11/2. Since I(CI:) = 11/2 each
element of In must appear in some transposition belonging to «. Since 1 E I",
this means that exactly one of (1. y,) and (}',,-I' I) must belong to (1. Suppose
that (I,)'1) belongs to )'. Then, }'2 must appear insome transpositionbelonging
to }'. Since (YI, )'2) and ('Y2, }13) are theonly admissable transpositionscontaining
Y2' and the first of these is not disjoint from (1,}',)~ it must be the case that
(Y2, 1'3) belongs to o: Similarly, )'4 must appear insome transpositionbelonging
to C( and there areonly two possibilities, namely, (1'3''Y4) and ()'4')'5)' Since,
(Y3' )'4) is not disjoint from (Y2' )'3) which we know belongs to ~, it must be that
(1'4,1'5) belongs to Ct. Continuing in this manner we sec that
r:J.== (1,)'1)(1'2,1'3)(}'4,)'S)"'(}',,-2,1',,-I)'If instead it is the case that (Y,I-l,l)
belongs to ;', then using exactly the same process we deduce that
~ =: (y), )'2)()'3,}'4)(YS, r(J·· .(I'n-I' 1'1/)' This completes the proof. 0
Lemma 4. (I' y, Ii E §,l where 11 ~ 3, and y is a long cycle, then
fP](A) == n;I=1 at/I(t) == 0for allA== [au] in Q,l(}') ijandonlyiffJ ¢ .f(}')U {y, y-I}.
Proof. If fi E .f(y) U{y,y-l}, and we set A == sJ()',d,w) where d, == Wj = I for
each j such that I~ j ::;;. 11, then it is easy to see that [fJ](A) > O. This proves
sufficiency.
If n=3, then §n = .f(y) U{t',},-l}; so, necessity follows by default. We
assume that 11 ~ 4, and proceed by induction. If d,w E C", D) =
diag(dl,d2: ••• ,dtl ) , and D2:= diag(wI,w2,""WIl ) , then
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.~/()l,d,w) =DjD1+D;D2+D;P(,')D1+DiP(,,-I)D~.
Observe that D;P(i')D1 has fi'i{('(i) in position (i. ~'(i)) lor each j E I". andzeroes
in all other positions. Similarly, DjP( i, --J )D2 has diw;. I u ) in position (i, ),-1 (i))
for each i and zeroes in all other positions. This mcuns that the matrix
._r:l(y, d ,w) :::: [aij] has at most three non-zero entries in each row. In fact for, ., -.
each i we have au == Jd,-j- + I\1'il-, (/i.; '(i) == l"i((.(n , and (/;:/ I (il := d;11'~, I til' SInce
11 ~ 3, and j' is a long cycle it is not possible that r'(i) == ~I(i) for any i: so,
position (I",I'U)) is never the same as position (i. i,--I (i)).
By a Type I permutation we shall mean a member of .!(it ) . The Type 2
permutations arc theclements () such that () is not of Type 1 and [(5J (C) i= 0
for at least one C E QII(r). We shall complete the proof by showing that j!
and ),- -1 are the only Type 2 permutations. Note that if s and I are distinct
members of III and (.\':1) f/. ,f()'), then each member of Qu(,') has a 0 in
position (s,t)~ hence, if C( E §II' and the cycle decomposition of ~ contains the
transposition (s,t), then [~J(C) = 0 for each C E QI1(1'). This immediately
implies that all permutations of Type 2 have at least one cycle of length 3
or more. Suppose {J is of Type 2, and for each j let iIi denote ,i(I). Let j be
a positive integer such that l'j appears in a cycle of {i of length at least 3. To
simplify the discussion we extend Y to a function from 7L to III using ad..
dition mod n; thus, Y,H-I == i'I' ,1'H-2 = 1'2' etc. Mindful of this we note that for
each i we have i';= )'i-un and [J(I'i) E {1'i-I,}';:i'i-tf};moreover, the elements
)'j,)'i-f-I, ... ,)'j+IJ-1 arc distinct. If for some i we have fJ(j',.) nol in
{,'i-I''I'i, }'i+I}' then [fi](C) = 0 for ali C E QII(I') contrary to hypothesis. Now,
/J(ri) =f. ij; so, either /J(rj) == }'jth or f/(,'j):::: jlj-t· Assume /J()') = Yj-t-I' Now
consider /J(11.i+ I ). It cannot be ~'j because the cycle containing Ij is of length
at least 3, and it cannot be ?i-IJ because (J(i';) = Yj+I; thus, we must have
IJ( i'j+I) = i'.i+2· So far we know that Ii contains the partial cycle:
"j ~ Yj+1 ~ }'j+2' Clearly, IJ(1~ii2) cannot be either 'I'j-+\ or ~'j+2; hence, it must
be Yj-t-J' If 11 =4, then as above we have /J(1'/t-3) = Yj-H =)'j which implies
that IJ = I'. If 11 > 4, then we continue the process. If after r steps we know
that {J contains the partial cycle ,'} ~ }'.j+ I ~ ... ---7 ')'j+I' then we know that
either 1'=11 - 1 in which case we argue as above th.rt /J(i'i+I') == l'jt,.+1 = "ij
and Ii == i', or else r < 11 - I in which case we note that
{J(j'i-t-r) E b'}-,I'-" }'j-}'" i'j+r+I}' But, /J(J'.i+") cannot be )'j+r-I or i'j-t-,. since these
elements are the images of }'It-''-~ and 1'/11'-1' respectively; so, we must have
P(}'j+,.) = /J(1'j-I-I'+I) which implies that Ii contains the partial cycle
}Ij -+ i'J"+1 -+ ... -+ ~'.i+I'+J' Continuing in this mannerwe eventually reach the
point where r == 11 - I and conclude as above that IJ == }'. The assumption
{J(Yj) = }lj_1 leads to the conclusion {J == r-J• 0
In conjunction the next two lemmas imply Theorem 11 in which we
give conditions that are bothnecessary and sufficient for certain elements i. to
be in K,I •
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Lemma 5. Suppose .v, r, and: are complex nunibcrs at least one ofwhtch is not 0,
and ; is a loug cycle member (d'§11 where 11 is odd and n ~ 3. Let (1 == '1'3 ... 111-2,
r == '2'4' .• '11-1, and ). = xa +Y)' +.vr I +::T where I) == ()ti- I (I), '/( I)) /lJI' each
.i E 2. ({the matrix
M== (.~ Y)
Y =
IS in If 2, thC!JI i. E KII • If M fi .f(2~ then there exists C E Qn(,') such that
[i.)(C) < o.
Proof. It is clearly sufficient to assume that ,'== (123 ... n). Then,
a~(12)(34)"'(n-2,n-l) and 1:==(23)(45)"'(11-1,11). IfA==[aij] is in
.ff", then we have
(3.1 )
where u == al2034 .•. 0,,-2.11-1 and v == {/n(145 •.• a,,_I,,/' Hence,
(3.2)
Since A E .1(1/ the matrix
( ,u
I2al/lI ii~aIIJ) == (a 0) (all ll alII) (ll ~)
twaIII IvI~aII 0 valli aII 0 v
is obviously positive semi-definite: hence, it follows from Lemma 2 that the
inner product (3.2) is non-negative when M E .1(2' Thus, if M E .j{'2, then
[i.](A) ~ 0 for each A E .1(". This completes the proof of thefirst part of the
lemma.
Now suppose that [i.](A) ;?:; 0 foreach A E QI/(}l). To show that M is positive
semi-definite we shall restrict ().] (.) to a rathersmall subset of Q II (}l) which we
denote by fl.'. Given complex numbers p, '1, r, and s we let
B(p,q,r,s)== .~('}"d, w) where d = (P, 1, 1, ... , I,s) and w == (q, I, 1, ... ,1,1').
Thus, letting e" (!2, ... .e; be the basic unit vectors in (II we note thatB(p,(j,r,s)
has columns bv, b2" ... .b; where b, == pel +qei, b; = rei +se.; and
hi = e, +ei+l for each i such that 2~ i ~ 11 - I. Forexample, if 11 = 5, then
p 0 0 0 ,.
q 1 0 0 0
B{p,q,r, s) := 0 1 1 0 0 .
0 0 1 1 0
0 0 0 j s
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We let Q' denote theset of all matrices of the form elfC where C = B(p~ 'I, 1\ s)
for S0t11e complex numbersp, 'I, r and s. EachA E Q' is almost tridiagonal, In
"I ') ') ')
fact we have all =:::; Ipl-+ !ql-, G",1:= 11'1- + 181-, (11/1 == jJr, (iI/I = pi'. 012 = i},
(121 :;,:; q, a"./I_1 =: s, and a.: I." == s. Moreover, if 2 ~ i ~ 11 _. I, thenali = 2, and
a".i+ 1 == a., I.; = I when 2 ~ i ~ 11 - 2. All other elements aj; are zero. Substi-
tuting these values in Eq, (3. I) we obtain
,(.) ') .,(' ')[).](A) == xlql" /1', .. +lsi" +)1)qr8 +J'pqr,iJ+=lsl" Ipl~ + Iql- (3.3)
(3.5)
We claim that each invertible member of .1(2 is of the form
(
!ql\'rI2+ Is12) jjq,.,~ )
,., "I
pijfs I·vl-(Ipl- + Igl")
== jql21s12(I 0) + (Iql:~f Pl{rs,).
\ 0 I pqrs jpj IsI-
To see this let C := [ei}] be an invertible member of .tl2 whose smallest eigen-
value is II, and let D denote the rank 1matrix C - II Id-, Then, there exists a, ")
vector d = id, Id2) such that D = dod. Choose q and s such that Iql-lsl-== Ii; for
example, we may set q= I ands = ..fii. Since Ji > 0 we know that neitherq nor
s is zero: so, we let r =dl/qand letp == chis. With these choices it is easy to see
that
so
( ').,., )C == Iql-(Irlw + IsIW) , p;r~; .pijrs Isl-(lpl~ + Iq12)
Since we are assuming that [).J(A) ~ 0 for each A E QII(y) we know that the
inner product inEq. (3.4) is non-negative for all p, q,r, s E tL. But, as we have
just shown, each invertible C E ,Yf2 is of the form displayed in Eq. (3.5).
Therefore, M is positive senli..definite by Lemma 2. 0
Lemma 6. Suppose x,)', and Z arc complex numbers not allofwhich are zero, and
y is a long cycle member of §/1 where 11 is even and 12 ~ 4. Let a = 1113 ••• 1,,-1,
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r == I:!l~"'lll and i. =xrr+YJ'+.f7--1 -l rr where Ij = ('Jli-l(l),)J(I)) fin' each
.i E I". If the 2 x 2 matrix
M-= (.~ Y)
l' Z
is ill .f("}., then I. E K". If M t/:. .it2, then there exist; aCE Q II (y) such that
[).](C) < o.
Proof. As in theproofof the previous lemma it is sufficient to consider the case
I' == (123·· ·n). Then. a == (12)(34)··· (n- 1,11) and r == (23)(45)·· · (11 ..- 2,
J1 - I) (11. J).We have a simpler formula thanwe had in the odd case. Infact, if
A == [aij] E ,f/ I/ , then
I(X V) (l/) (11))[}.](A) =:: \ .f"= o )' l' ' (3.6)
(3.7)
where 17:::: lll2(134 ••• a,,_I.II and l' == a2~([45 ••• (1,,-.2.11-1 (/1I .t. Therefore, if M is
positive semi-definite, then [;.] (A) ~ 0 for each A E ,t(f/'
Suppose that [J.j(A) ;?; 0 for each A E QII()')' As in the odd case we shall
restrict [;.](.) to the set of all A == C·C where C is one of the mitrices B(p,q,r,s).
""'l "As before rie have Gil == Ipl- + Iql", am: == 11'1- + lsl"~ 01" = pr, all! =pi; (112 == q,
a21 == q, 0".11_1 == s, and a.: 1.11 == s. Moreover, if 2~ i ~ 11 - 1, then aii == 2, and
aj,i+l := ai+1.i = 1 when 2~ i ~ 11 - 2. All other elements au are zero. Thus,
II == q.f and l' == pr. If we set q == P == I, then
[i.](A) = (G ~) (;} (;)) ~ 0
for all rand s in C. This immediately implies that M E .1t;., and completes the
proof. 0
Combining Lemmas 5 and 6 we obtain thefollowing theorem.
Theorem J1. Suppose x,)', and: (Ire complex numbers at feast one of which is not
zero, and let n be a positite integer not less than 3. Let )' denote the long cycle
permutation (iti2'" ill)' and let }. == X(1 +Y}' +Jiy-I +Z!, where
(J == (i,i:d(i3 i4) . . . (i11-1 ill) and
r == (;2;3)(;4;5)'" (in-2ifi-I)(i"il) when n is even,
and
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(f = (i1i2) (i3 i4) . .. (i1l-2ill ---d lind T == (i2i~)(i~i5)'" (ill _.lin ) when n is odd.
Then, ). E KII ((and only (( M = (;. .~) is ill .J( 2.
The following is closely related to Lemma 5 and extends its scope slightly.
Lemma 7. .Suppose x, y, and: are complex numbers at least one ofwhich is not 0,
lind ~' is 1I long cycle member of §Il where n is oddlind If ~ 3. For each t E III let
(J - (" 'I ) (.. ~t ) ••• (., " )
. / - 1(1,,1' 1(!/l1 IIl/,)l/(-I,A 111/1(1/ --2)' I/!//ln-I) ,
where )'/; denotes )'~ (I) for each integer k, Suppose I ~.i < ;~ 11, and
). == xa, +YI' ~- 571,-1 -t za; ~I' [}.](A) ~ 0 for each A E QII(}I) , then the matrix
M ( X v) .. '''1'== _.. ISill." .,.y z ~
Proof. On account of Lemma 5 we already know that ourresult is true if i == n
and j == I. The other cases are similar. As in Lemma 5 we assume that
}' = (123·· ·n). For arbitraryi1i such that I~j < i (; 11 we define a subset Qije.')
of fJ,,()') and argue thatif [).J(A) ~ 0 for each A E QU(,), then A1 E .tl''!._ For
complex numbersp, q, r, swe let B(p, q,s, r) denote thematrix whose coi '~lmns
are the vectors hi,bi, ... , b; where b, == pej +qej-t-I, b, == set +rei-t-I, and
b, = e, +e., 1 jf t E I, but I i- i, and t i j. If i == 11 or t == 11, then i + 1 or t + I
denote 1. By Qii (y) we mean the set of all matrices of the form C' C where
C == 3(p,q, s, r) for some complex numbers p, q, s, r. It should be clear that
Q(;(},) C Qn(y); hence, if [).](A) ~ 0 for eachA E Q,,(}'), then [J.](A) ~ 0 for each
A E Qij(1'). There are two cases to consider: either i - j is even or i - j is odd.
The caseconsidered in the proof of Lemma 5 is one of the even cases and all
other even cases are analagousin the sense that despite the fact that thespecial
columns have changed position the equality (3.3) still holds, and the analysis
proceeds from there as in the proof of Lemma 5. If i - j is odd, t.hen the
equality in Eq. (3.3) is replaced by
,(., ') "(' 'l)[).](A) == xlpl" 11'1- +181- +ypqis +yjJqr,\'+zlrj- Ipl- -I- lql~ .
Otherwise the analysis is tile same as in the proof of Lemma 5. 0
We ')L:.~i d.:':i'10nstrat~ that for each/1 ~ 3 the cone K" has an infinite set of
extreme rays. The main result is Theorem 12 in which various 3-parameter
families of extreme rays arc identified. This result evolved from the belief that
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non-negative elements obtainedfrom maximal products of disjoint transposi-
tions should be extreme. Forexample, it seemed likely that if II were even then
the element (12) (34) .. , (11 - 1,11) would be extreme, and if11 were odd, then the
element (12)(34) ... (11 - 2,11 - 1) would be extreme. orcourse. there are only
finitely many such clements: so it was necessary to expand somewhat. In part
this is the reason for TheoremII above.
Lemma8. lfn ~ 3 lind i' E §/I isa long cycle, then the maximal elements (~(.1(1t)
are eX//'(!I11C clements in K/I'
100
o I 1
o 1 1
and Ji: =
Proof. It is sufficient to consider that casej' =:: (123· . '11). Supposen == 3 ~ and let
). = (12). Strictly speaking this means thatI. is the member of C§" that is I at
(12) and zero elsewhere. We shall prove that i.. is an extreme clement of K3•
That (13) and(23) arc also extreme is then obvious. Supposei. == ~\ -I- 1;2 where
¢I and ~2 are in K.i. Since 0 :::;: [)..J(ld3) == [~d(ld3) + [(d(ld:..) = ~I (e) + ~2(e),
and both l¢ tl(ld J) ~ 0 and [~2J(ld3) ~ 0 we Blust have ~I(e}:::: ~2(e) = O.
Notice that i.((13)) =:: }.. ((23)) == O. Let
I () I
.Iu ~ 0 I 0
I 0 I
Then, JIJ and .h:. are in .1('3, and [I..](Jn) == [i'](/~J) =:: 0; hence, we must have
[~d(.JLd::: (~iJ(J13) == 0 for each i E h. But, [~i](J13) reduces to ~i((13)); hence,
~i( (13)) == 0 for each i. In a similar manner we conclude that~i( (23)) == 0 for
each i. Thus. there exists complex numbers ll\, b.. 02 , and b: such that
~ I = aI (12) +hi (123) +hi(132) and ~~ == a: (12) +h2( 123) +h2(132). Foreach
i E h let M; = (h; ~). Then, M1 and M2 must be in .1('2 by Lemma 7. But, in
order that M, and M2 be positive semi-definite it is necessary that I~ : == 1>2 == O.
Thus, we have ~i = ai(12) = a). for each i E li- and we a.e done with the case
11 = 3.
Suppose that the lemma is true for K" when p < n. We continue to assume
that I' == (123 ... n). If 11 is odd let a = (12)(34) ... (n - 2,11 - I), and ifn is even
let (J =:: (12)(34) .. · (11- l ,»), It is sufficient to consider these cases. We let }.
denote the member of C§n that is I at (J and 0 elsewhere. In the standard
formal SU111 notation Wt have ). == (J. Suppose that ;.=:: ~, + ~2 where ~I and (2
are in KII . Let ((;'"denote the setof all long cycle membersof§II' The first step in
our proof is the demonstration that ~I and ~2 depend only upon (J and the
members of (t',,; that is, ~ I («) == ~2 («) = 0 unless fJ. == (J , or CI. E (6". Suppose that
a E §n \ ((;'" and CI. =J. (J. Let (Ut 112 ••• lit) be a cycle in the cycle decomposition of
CI. that is of maximal length, letU = {III, U2, ... , u,}, let V = /11 \ U, and let £1'
denote the non-trivial partition{U, V}. Note that iI. E G.Y', the stabilizer sub-
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groupassociated with :1'. If (1 </. G." then [i.](A (±).~ B) = 0 for all A E .fl(U) and
B E .1((V). Therefore, [~,](A OJ.:I B) = f~2J(A <fl.?' /1) :::: 0 for all such A and B,
and we deduce from Theorem 9 that S1(») == ~2 ()) == 0 for all () E G.,!" In
particular, ~l («) = ~2(C() = O. If (J E G." then each of the transpositions be-
longing to 0 must be in §(U) or §( V). But, on account of the induction hy..
pothesis, this implies that (1 is a product of elements 0'1 and (12 that arcextreme
in K(U) and K(V); hence, by Theorem 10, ~J and ~2 restricted to Gj are
multiples of i.. But this implies that ~, (fJ) == ~2(fJ) == 0 for all/J E G.I' such that
IJ f. (T. In particular, ~I («) == ¢2(C() == o.
We now kn- . that each ~i is of the form a.a + Lo(((,,, dl/)) for certain
complexnumL,';a, and do.i • We now fix (J E '6" and show that do.i , which we
abbreviate to ..Ii' must be O. Let ~i:::: W,l7 +djO +d,.rr1 where Wi = a, if
a E .1(0), and Wi = 0 otherwise. According to Lemma 4 the matrix functions
r~i](') and [~j](') agree on QJ/..(O). Since [~j](') restricted to QII(O) is non-negative,
the same must be true of [~iJ(·). We now invoke Lemma 7 to deduce that the
matrices M; = (~7: ~), i E ts, are positive semi-definite. But, this immedi-
ately implies that ell == d2 == 0; so we are done. 0
The following theorem is the main result of this section.
Theorem 12. ASSlI111e the hypotheses of Theorem II. Theil, ). is an extreme
element of Kn if lind only il'M = (:~ ~) is in .1f2, and lire rank of M is I.
Since it is sufficient to assume that i' == (12· .. n), Theorem 12 is a conse-
quence of Theorem 11 and thefollowing.
Lemma 9. Suppose .v, J',andz are complex numbers not all of which are 0, and11
is all integer such that 11 ~ 3. Let i' = (12·· ·n), and let i. = xa +)7 +)",-1 +Z!,
where
a = (12)(34) ... (/1 - 2~ 11 -- I) and r = (23)(45) .. , (n - 1,11)
when 11 is odd, and
(J = (12)(34)··· (11- 1.11) and r = (23)(45)··· (11- 2,11- l)(n, 1)
when n is even andassume that the I1UIII'ix M = (.~ Y) is ill .ff.,. Then, ).. is ally z -
extreme element of K'I ifand only ifthe rank oj' A4 is 1.
Proof. If the rank ofM is 2, and M is not a scalarmultiple of the identity
matrix, then we choose a positive number H' such that M - lV Id2 is positive
definite, and define 2\1' == (x - w)a +YI' +));,-1 + (z - lv)r, and i.:
t
• = lWJ + 11'1'.
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In this case bothi. lI, and ;':1' are in K" by Lemma 3. Moreover, neither )"1' nor ).:,.
is 0 or any other multiple of ;., But, i. == I.w + ;':1'; thus, i. cannot be extreme. If
M == kId2 where k > O. then we simply put )'1 ::::: ka and 1.2 == kt: Then, as in the
previous case both ;., and 1.2 are inKII , i. = }., + ).2, and neither ).1 nor }'2 is a
multiple of i.. This proves that i. cannot be extreme if the rank ofAt is 2. Since
M is not the0-111atrjx~ this implies that if ;.is extreme, then the rank ofM must
be 1.
Suppose that the rank of A4 is I, and that for each i E I: there exists
~i E K" such that ;. == ~I + ~2' The proofs in the even and odd cases are
virtually identical: so, we consider the odd case only. To complete the proof
we will show that eachof ~ I and ~~ is a non-negative scalar multiple of i..
This involves three distinct steps. First we will show that ~ I(~) == ~2 (ex) == 0
unless rx is a long cycle, or':/. is either (J or r. To achieve this we use
Theorem 9 and 10. So, suppose that ~ E §/I, C( is not a longcycle, and IX is
neither a nor r. Let (l/11I~'" II,) be a cycle in the cycle decomposition of rx
that is of maxitnal length, let U == {1I1' "2, ... , lI,}, let V == In \ U, and let .o/J
denote the non-trivial partition {U, V}. Note that rt. E G.7', the stabilizer
subgroup associated with ?J, while ,I ¢ G.1', We identify two conditions
which we call Cl and C2 as follows:
C1: There is an odd integer i in 1,,_ J such that neither {i, i + I} n U nor
{i, i + I} n V is empty,
C2: There is an even integer j in /,,-1 such that neither{i, i + I} n U nor
{i, i + I} n V is empty.
CI holds if and only if (J is not in G.1/', while C2 holds if and only if r is not in
G,;;. If bothCI and C2 are true,then G,Y' containsneither (J nor r, andcertainly
does not contain y; so, [).] (A ED,1' B) == 0 for all A E .1f(U) and B E .1f(V).
Therefore, [;d(A e.?! B) = [~2](A EB,Y' B) = 0 for all such A and B, and we de-
duce from Theorem 9 that ~1 (~) = e2(c5) == 0 for all () E G,!. In particular,
el (Ct) == ~2(1X) = O. If Cl is true, but C2 isfalse, then }. restricted to G.iI reduces
to Z!, which is extreme by Lemma 8. Therefore, ~J and ~2 restricted to G,~ are
multiples of r by Theorem 10. This implies that ~I (0) == '2((5) = 0 for all
fJ E G.! \ [r}. But, Ct E G.!I' \ {r}; so we again have ~I(ex) == ~2(C() == O. If CI is
false and C2 is true, thenusing a similar argumentwe are able toconclude if
fJ E G." then ~I (t5) == e2(c5) == 0 unless () = 0'; thus, ~I («) == ~2(C() = 0 in this
case also. If CI and C2 are bothfalse, then for eachi such that I~ i ~ n - I we
have {i) + I} c U or {i, i +I} c V. But, this is easily seen to implythat the
partition {U, V} is trivial contrary tohypothesis; for if lEU, then thefailure
of both conditions implies that 2E U which in turn implies that 3E U, etc.
Therefore it is not possible that both CI and C2 fail.
We have shown that ifex E §1I is not a longcycle, and is neither0' nor z, then
el (a) == ~2(ex) == O. The next step is to show that if 0 is a long cycle and 0 is
neithery norr ',then~ I(0) == ~2 (0) == O. In otherwords, we want to show that
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~ I and ~2 areor the form (/(1 +b)' +hr- I + CT for appropriatecomplex J1U111bers
a, b, and c. Let (6" denote theset of all elements of §/' that arclong cycles, and
let (t';, denote (t'n \ {'I', 1'--I}. At this point we know that for each i E I'Y.. and
() E ffJ':, thereexist scalars ail hi, c, and do} such that
~i = (/;(1 + hil'+ l'i/"I + Cit + 2.~dl/.;f) for each i E h.
0,~ '(,I
. /I
We fix attention on a particular() E ({;;1 and show thatdo.i = 0 for each i. To
do this we shall restrict [i.](.) to Q/I (0). There arctwo cases to consider:either at
least one of (J ar.d t is not in .Y (0), or both (J and T arc in .1(0). Let d, denote
do.;. If (J E .f(0) and r rf- .f(0) , then Lemma 4 implies that ifA E Q,,(0), then
[~iJ(A) zz: a;[aJ(A)+di{(}J(A)+c1;{(r'](A).
Let ~i denote a.« + cliO +cI,.frI. Since ~; E I~II we know that the restriction of
[~;](.) to Q,,(O) is non-negative, On Q,,(O) the matrixfunctions [~;](,) and [~;}(.)
arc identical; thus, (~j](A) ~ 0 for eachA E QI1(O). Since a E ,f (O) and a in-
volves (11 - I)/2 transpositions it 11111St be a maximal member of ,f(O).
Therefore, Lemma 7 implies that the matrix M = (J; ~) is positive semi-
definite. But, clearly M is positive semi-definite if and only if eli == O. The cases
r E .f(O) but (J rf. .f(O), and neither (1 nor T in .f(O), involve parallelarguments,
both of which lead to the conclusion that d, :::;0, We omit the proofs in these
cases.
The final case, namely a and r both in.f(O), involves a contradiction;for, if
we have O',T E .f (O), then each of the two element sets {i,i+II I }, where
1~ i::;;11 and +/1 denotes addition mod 11, must be one of {I,OJ }, {Or, {)2}, ... ,
{()n-I, O,,} where for each i E 'l.. we let (Ji denote (l(1). Hence, for eachi E I" the
set {i, i +IJ I} must either be {i, o(i)} or {O- l (i), i}. This implies that for each
i E I" we must have O(i) == i +/1 i or O(i) == i -1/ I; hence, if we let
U'I = {j E I,,: O(i) == j +" I} and ~ = {j E 11/: 0U) = j -II I}, then {JtJ,Wz}
partitionsL; Now I must be in J~ or J~. Suppose I E J~. Note that if i E J~,
thenwe must haveO(i +1/ 1) ~ i +" 2; for if OU +11 1) == i, then the transposition
(i, i +1/ l ) is part of thecycle decomposition of () which contradicts thefact that
() is a long cycle. Thus, i E Jf, implies that i +" 1and we conclude that JtJ = I"
by induction. If I E 11'2; then a similar argument leads to the conclusion that
U1 = 1", But, if Wi = II/ then () = y, and if~ = .f", then () = ),-1 both of which
are excluded by hypotheses. In three of the foul' cases we have shown that
d, = 0 while the fourth case is not possible. Therefore d, == 0 as required.
At this point we know that for each i E h there exist scalars a., b., and c,
such that ~i = a.a +bO
'
+ iJj},-1 +- c.t: Let M :::: (-~ Y), let M1 = (b~l hi),V Z I ('I
and let M2 = (b~ ~~). Since I. = ~I + ~2 we ha~e M = M, + M2• But, ~I and
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~~ are in KII ; SO~ 1\4) and At:. are in .'11 2 by ThcorCI11 l l , We may now invoke
Lemma I to obtain non-negativc real numbersk, and k'2 such that J\1 1 == kl M
and A1:! == k'2A1. But then ¢1 == k l ). and ¢~ == k:J and we are done. D
5. The clements ,,,, proof of Theorem 3
We will prove Theorem 3. That (II E K/I for each 11 follows immediately from
the Fischerinequality; hence, we need only show that ~II is extreme. Let ~l and
~2 be t11C111 bel's or K" such that ~ I -~ ¢:~ == ~II' Ir ":::: 2~ then ~It == () 2); hence, if
either ~I(e) =I 0 or ¢2(e) f:- O. thcn one or ¢dc) and ¢2(e) is negative which
implies that one of [~d(Jd2) and [~:d(]d.l) is negative contrary to hypothesis.
Thus, ~I(e) == ~~(e) == 0; and ~I and ~2 arc non-negative multiples of (2' If
1l==3~ then we have ~1I::::: (l2) +(13) - (123) - (132) which is extreme by
Lemma 9.
Assume that 11 ~ 4. If A1 ::-:: [mij] is a member of .if'" such that mli = 0 for
. .
each .i ~ 21 then f~/I]{"1) == O~ so we 11l1lSl also have (~d(M) == [~2J(M) == a
which, on account or Lemma 9~ implies that ~I((T) == ~2((j") == 0 for each
a E Gil' Thus, 'Ill ~II and ~2 all vanish on Gil.
Let 0;1/ denote the set of all partitions ;-)' == {[\.I, L\2} of III such that if
I E {\j, then I~d ~ 2. Note that if a E §/1 \ r6n and 0"(1) f:. l , then (J E G,?, for
some ;'fI' E (\)1/' Suppose that ;Jj == {AI, L\:!} is in (f,1/ and IE [\1. Define ,;, on
§(Ad such that ':,((1) == 0 if a(I) == 1 and ';,(a) == -((0") if f1( 1) I- I, and
note that (, is simply a copy of '" for some p < 11. Let ~~: == e on 0" E §(~:d,
and note that if (J = at where (J E §(tll) and LE §(L\2), then
'n(lJ) :=: '~,((J)(;(T). Since each member of G.~ is of the form aT for (J E §(L\d
and T E §(d2), and since ,:, is extreme in K( Ad while ,;: is extreme in K( A2)
we may apply Theorem IOta conclude that there exist non-negative num-
bers K, (:1» and K2(;1') such that
We will now show that K,{·) and K2(- ) are constant on ('>/1' Let
:1'1 = {811,A I2} and ~ ')jJ2 :::: {Az1 ,L\n} be members of (\)11 such that 1 E ~II and
1 E ~21' Choose integers sand t in 1.\11 and d:H ' respectively, such that s =f. I
and ti-). Since Il\, II ~ 2 and it·-:!tl ~ 2 the integers sand t must exist. If s = t
then the transposition(1 t) is contained in both G», and G.~,; hence, for i E h
we have ~i((lt)) =Kj(:l' t)' lI (( lt)) =KjU1J2)(,,((It)). Since (,,((It)) = 1 this im-
mediately implies that K,(:Y'd = K1U1'2) arrl K2(::?Pd = K2(/J'2). l f s f= I, then let
flJ'3= {d3"~32} where L\31 = {l,s,t} and 8..'2=11/ \8.31, Since (Is) is in both
G .!l1 and G.'I'.l while (Jt) is in both G,~'2 and G.'!') we have
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and
~I((l/)) = KI([!I'~)'I/((I/)) == K,(.IPJ)',,((I/)).
But ,,,((Is)) == ~,,((lf)) == 1. Therefore, Kl(;~I) == K1(/J'J)= K1(·1'2). Similarly,
we can show that K2(.1i'd = K2(.~j):J. This completes the proof that thefunc-
tions K1(.) and K2( ·) arc constant on (fl". Let K, and K2 be the respective
constant values.
Let ,:: ~ ~(I, ~i; be the restrictions of i.. ~ I and ~2 to 5/1 \ ((;'", respectively,
where ((i" denotes the set or all longcycle members of §/J' Then we have
~~I = K, (:: and ~f == Kz' :: . (5.1 )
M . v .... 1 vil ... /I ../1 K viI F viIoreover, since ~,,== ~ I + ~2 we must lave ~,; == <; I + (1 == I ~II +n2~11 •
Thus, KI +K2 == I. For simplicity we let denote KI by t. Then ¢;I == 1':: and
~f == (t - t)'::. Let a(O") == ~I (a) and let b(a) = ~2((T) for each (J E ((/". Then,
t, == ,:: + ~(((j)G = (t~:: + ~a(a)a) -+ ((1 - t)(!: + ~h((J)a).
nE (' II f1Ef:1l rrE (,11
Hence, b(a) :::: c((J) - a(tT) for each (J E ((lll' and we have
~1 =:1',,+L(a(a)-tf.(a))a
rH::.((."
and
~2 == (J - 1)'11 - L(a((J) - If(a))(J.
n (-=.((,,,
Since KI and K2 are non-negative we must have 0~ t ~ I. Ift == 0 or , = 1 then
we are done so we assume that 0 < t < 1. Then, (llt)~1 is in Kn, and
(l/t)~1 ;:::; ("+LI1E({, /I a'(c.;)a where a'(a) = (l/t)o(a) - €(a) for each (J E (CI/'
We now invoke Lemma 10 below to conclude thata'(O') == (I/t)a(a) - €(a) == {)
for each (J E ((/". This immediately implies that ~J = '(" and ~2 == (I - I)',,; so
the proof is complete.
Lemma 10. Suppose 11 .~ 4, and let a he a function [rom ((In to C such that
a((j-l) :::: a(a) for each (J E ((fll' Let II == (,; + l:I1E((,'n a(a)a. Then, [Il](A) ~ 0 for
each A E ,ffn eland only ifa(a) =0 for each a E ((;'n'
Proof. We already know that [(,,](A) ~ 0 for allA E ,ft,,; hence, we need only
show that if [11](A) ~ 0 for each A E .ffll , then a(O') = 0 for each (J E ((]11' We
claim that it issufficient to show that a(1') = 0 where}' = (12··· 11). To see this
we fix a E (en, and let G1[ be as above. Since the map JIHJC IY/l is a bijection
from GIl to rt,,; thereexists a T E GIl such that r-1yr = (1. Let 11' = T11r-1 . Since
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K" and (0" reclosed underconjugation.and /'" 1'()l11n1ttte~ with the members of
GIl we have II! E K" and
I( == i. + Lo(ll)rJLr- 1 == i. + La(r-l/lr)ll. (5.2)
IIE'I." lIe!."
The point is that thecoefficients of the elements of {(ill have been permuted so
that thecoefficient of)' is now a(O'); thus, if it is desired to show that a(O') == 0,
then we simply replace II with I( in the following.
To show that a()') = 0 we shall introduce a set of test matrices, These rna-
trices will have two important properties. Firstwe require that ('n](A) == 0 for
each such matrix, Second we require that jf (J is a member of ((/" other thany
or i,-I, then [a] (A) == O. For each complex number =we let B(z) denote the
(11 - I) X (11 - I) matrixwith columns hi. bi- ... , bl/_ I such that if I~ i ~ 11 - 2,
then h;==ej+ei+l, and h"_1 :.:::ze) +f.e,,-2+e,,--), where E= 1 +(-1)":, and
el, e2, ... ,_e" ~re the_basic unitvectors. By B(z) '!!e mean the 11 x n matrix with
columns hI, b2, • . • .b; where h2 = e) +e2 +e3': b; = zel +ze; + f.en-I +CII , and
hi = e, + ei+) for eachi such that 1~ i ~ n - 1 and i i= 2, Forexample, if 11 == 6,
then we have
/ 1 z\ 1 1 0 0 0 z0 0 0
1 1 0 0 0 z
1 1 0 0 0
B(z) = 0 1 1 0 0 0B(z) == 0 1 1 0 0 and
0 0 1 1 0 0
0 0 1 1 f.
10 0 0 1 E
0 0 0 I 1
0 0 0 0 1 1
It is easy to see that det(B(z)) == 1 - E +(-I )"Z == 0; hence, B(z) is singular
with € defined as above. It is also the case that columns 2throughIt in B(z) are
linearly dependent. For eachcomplex numberz we let ..r/(z) denote (B(z)rB(z),
and we let Til == {A(z):z E C}. Clearly, Til C ,tf lt , but on account of thefact
that columns 2-11 of B(z) are linearly dependent it must also be thecase that
[(,,](A) == 0 for eachA E fl/; hence
[11](A) == [,"](A)+La(jl)[ll](A)== La(jl)[JL](A) (5.3)
11E'f.II IIE'f'lI
for all A E r;
By construction the columns of the matrices B(z) satisfy certain orthogo-
nality conditions; hence, the matrices .d(z) are rathersparse for large n. For
each iE/II we let R, denote the set ofall l' E In such that some element of F, has
a number other than 0 in theij-th position. Note that if (s, t) E III X In but
(s ,t)¢{(i,j):i E 111 ,1' E Rj } thenevery member of F; has a zeroin position (s,t).
From theconstructionof the elements B(z) it is easy to identify the sets R; We
have R) == {i,2,n}, R2 = {I,2,3,n}, RlI - 2 == {n - 3,n - 2,11 -I,ll}, and
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R; = {I ,2, n - 2, If - 1,11}. For all other integers i E In we have
R, :::: {i - L i. i + l ]. Suppose a E tt'/n' We claim th~\ l [aJ (A) ::;: 0 for each
A E .t(" unless a is ~l or ,,-I. Note that if [aHA) is to be non-zero for some
A E f n, then we Blust h3VC aU) E R; for each i. We shall start with 3. Since
0'(3) E R3 we must have (1"(3) =-: 2 or 0(3) == 4. ()C course we cannot have
(j(3) = 3 because (j has no non-trivial invariantsets. Suppose t1(3) = 4. Since
a(4) cannot be 4 we must have a(4) ::::: 3 or 0(4) == 5. But, if a(4) == 3. then
{l4} is an invariantset for (J: thus, a(4) :::: 5. We continue arguing in this
manner untilwe reach row It - 2. at which point we have concluded that r1
contains the partialcycle
3 -. 4 -4 5 -t . . . .-. II - 3 -) 11 -. 2.
;~')w ain - 2) ITIUSl be in R,,-2:=- {Il- 3.11- 2.11 -- LIl}. But, 11- 3 and 11- 2
arc eliminated because they arc the images of 11 - - 4 and II - 3~ respectively;
thus. a(n - 2) is either II - 1 or 11. If a(11 - 2) := 11, then since
Rn- I = {II - 2.11 - I, II} and both 11 - 2 and 11 arealready images. we must have
a(n - 1) =::: n - I which is impossible. Therefore, a(n - 2) = 11 - 1, and
a(ll-l) =11. Now, a(n) E {1,2.n-2,n-I,11} and 11-2, 11-1, and II are
eliminated: hence, U(I1) = lor '1(11) == 2. If (1'(11) = 2, then (1(2) E {1,2,3,n}.
But, 11 - I maps to n and a(2) == 2 is impossible: so, 0'(2) ::::: 1 or a(2) == 3. We
cannot have a(2) = 3: for then {2, 14, ... .11} is a non-trivial invariant set for
(T. Thus, theassumption that a(ll) == 2 implies that (J includes thc partialcycle
3-.4-t5-.···--+/l-3~i1-2--'1on-I-tIl-.2~ 1.
But, 0'( 1) := [ is impossible, and the othermembers R1, namely 2 and n, are the
images of I and 11, respectively. This contradiction implies that 0'(11):::: 1.
Continuing in thisway we see that have n(I) == 2 and 0'(2) == 3. Thus, (T == I'.
Consideration of thecase a(3) == 2 leads to the conclusion that a = ),-1.
We have shown that if r; E ((/1/ \ {i'- ),-I}~ then [rrJ(A) = 0 for all A E f,,; thus
Eq. (5.3) implies that
(5.4)
for all A E fl/' Let u == X + iy where x and J' are real numbers. We will show
that there exists a positive number (~ such that if Ikj < (~ then thereexists z E C
satisfying [('H.c'!(z)) ::= ku. The diagonal product [),J(.\/(z)) is easily seen to be
4z( 1+E) = 4z(2 + (-I rtf), for the elements of the superdiagonalof .r:/(=), that
is, the elements corresponding to positions (1,2),(2,3), ... ,(n-I,I1), are
2, I, 1, ... , 1, I + E, respectively, while the element in the lower left corner is 2:.
The question of the moment is the following: given a complex number
u = X + iy can we find a real number k and a complex number z such that
4z( 1+€) == 4=(2+ (-I )"z) ::= ku? Let z = p + iq. We require that 4(-1 t(p2+
q2)+ 8p+8qi = kx+ kyi, or equivalently that 4(-1)"(p2 +q2) +8p == kx and
(6.1 )
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8q =-~ kyo Accordingly, we set q == (kj8)y and substitute obtaining 4(-1)"(P2
+(k.! /64 ).1'2) +8p =: lex. When 11 is even this gives the equation tp+ 1)2 =: 1+
(k/4)x - (k~j64)y2, while if 11 is odd we get (p - 1)2:=: 1- (k/4)x - (k2/64)y2.
Solving for P we obtain p == - t ± JI ·1- (k/4)x -- (k~ /64)y~ in the even case
and p = I ± JI-(kj4)x - (k2/64)J'~ in the odd casco Clearly, p is real when
Ikl is sufficiently small, Moreover, if we let () be a positive number such that
If)/411xl + (():!j64) Iyl < I, then for each k such that lkI< () there is a complex
number z such that [jt](.0/(:)) == ku, Suppose 0 < kl < () and let k: = -1<1'
Choose complex numbers ':1 and =2 such that [('](.c-l(':I)) == kilt and
[)'](·c-/(=2)) = k-u, Then,
kI ((J ("/)l( + a(~' _.1) tI) ;:;. Dand k2(a(i ')11 +a(J' .. I )rl) ~ O.
Since k, > 0 and k2 < 0 this implies that a(/')u+(/( '1,-1)11 = 2':.H(a(1')u) = O.
Setting u= I we obtain that ~H(a( j')) == O. On the otherhandifwe set u = -i we
obtain that J(a(,')) = O. Therefore, a(}') = 0 and the proofis C0J11pJete. 0
6. The clements 'II' proof of Theorem 6
The easiest proof of Theorem 6 involves the character theoryof the syrn-
metric groups. Good references arc [43]. By a partition of n we mean a non-
increasing sequence r:J. =: ("'(l'12, ... , 'J.() of positive integers such that
n = I:~:=: I ttl" We let C1: t--+ X' be the natural bijection between 1.\'1l the set of
partitions of II, and the set of irreducible characters of§". By p1. we mean the
permutation characterassociated with \I.. We define a quadratic form (".) on
C§" by (I' ,g) ::= L(j(':~;nf(a)g((J). _
It is a routine calculation that ~II ::::: n- I p' - (/I, where 1" is an abbreviation
for p(2.1" 2). Put differently, if A == [au] E ,yt n and for each i E I" we let Au denote
the matrix obtainedfrom A by deleting the i-th row and i-th column, then we
have
- I ~'\
[(IIJ(A) == - L../1jjdet (A ii) - del (A).
II r;:: I
Let ~I and ~2 be members of K~;' such that ("= (I + ~2' It is clear from
Eq. (6.1) that ['IJ](A) == 0 if AE .11'11 and rank(A)~ 11 - 2. This implies that
[~d(A) + [~2](A) = 0 for all A E .1('11 of rank 11 - 2 or less. Since [~tJ(A) and
[e2](A) are non-negative, we 01Ust therefore have [~d(A) == [(2](A) == 0 for all
A E .1t"such that rank(A) ~ 11 - 2. To simplify notation set1..0 == X(ln) == til and
let z' == X(2.1" -·~). We require thefollowing. The proof is at theend of the section.
Lemma 11. If ~ E K;/ where 11 ~ 2, and [~](A) == 0 for all A E .'/l'1l such that
rank(A) ~ n - 2, then there exist real numbers a and h such that ~ = «z' +bXo.
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According to Lemma II there exist real numbers (/1, a~, bl , andb, such that
~ I == 01 X' +b, XOand ~~ == a21.' +b21.°. Since [~d (-) and [~2](-) must be non-
negative when restricted to the set of element, A E ,1(/1 such that
rank(A) ~ n - 1 we must have al ~ 0 and 02 ~ O.
Let fPn(') be the fixed point enumeratingfunction on §", and let *denote
pointwise product on C§,,; thus, if j',g E C§", then (t'*g)((J) == f(a)g(a) for
each (J E §". On account of Eq, (6.1) we have en == ,,-1 Ip,*(n - Ell' But, it is
well known that i =:: (fp, - I)*fl/ and i) :::: (,,; thusz' +/) == Ip,*f/l, andell ==
Il-I {1.1 - (11- 1);lJ}. Since e,r =- ~I + ~2' and ~,,(Id,,) == 0, we have [~d(ldll) ==
[~2](Id,,) == O. Hence, 0 == [alz' + bIXO](Id,,) == al deg(z')+hi == 01(11 - I) +hi.
Therefore, b, := -(n - l)al' and we have ~I := adx' - (11 - I);l'} == /lale".
Using the same argument we can show that ~2 == a2 {Xl - (11 - 1)/I} == l1a2e".
Thus, ~1 and ~2 are both non-negative real multiples of ',,; so the proofof
Theorem 6 is complete. We will now prove Lemma 11.
Proof. Since ~ is a class function thereexists a function a: '1.\r -; C such that
~ == LIJE1.\"aUi)XII. Hermitianclass functions are real valued; for i~g: §Il --+ C
is a Hermitian class function, and (J E §", then g((1-1) == g(a), and (J is
conjugate to t1- I; so, g(a) == g((T-I) == g(a). Thus,eand XIJare real valued; so,
(~, If) is real for each fJ E 'lJn• If rJ. E '1.\", then (1..1.,1.') > 0 and
(~, ;,:1.) = "La({J)(x'I,1.1. ) == a(a)(l.\ 1.1.)
IJE1.t1l
(6.2)
because {XII: fJ E 'l.\',} is an orthogonalbasis for the set ofclass functionson §II'
Since both (~. ;{1.) and (1.\1.1.) are real, Eq. (6.2) implies that
a(C() == (~, X'') / (X", X'') is real. To complete the proofwe will show thataUi) == 0
unless fJ == (2,1"-2) or {J == (1"). Note that if 11=2, then (2,1"-2) = (2) and
(In) == (1 2) are theonly members of '.l3,,; so there is nothing further to prove in
this case. We assume that 11 ~ 3.
If i is a positive integer, then let J; denote the i x ; matrix each of whose
entries is I, and if a== (C(I, (J.2, ... , at) is in ~", then we let
J'1. = J"I fJJJ1.2 EB··· ffiJ1." Note that if rJ. E '1..\", thenJ" E .Yf". Moreover, if (J. is
neither (2,1"-2) nor (I")~ then rank(J,,)~ n - 2; so, [~](J~) == 0 by hypothesis.
We introduce the majorization order on ~l\. Accordingly, if tX == ((Xl, (J.~, ••• ,Cis)
and /J= (fJI ,fJ2.... ,{J,) are in 'l',n then we have afi provided that
2:{0:;11].; <J L~':=I {i; for eachj such thatj~ min{s,t}. Recalling that if {i E 'l3n'
then pll denotes the associated permutationcharacter,we observe that
unless a <J fl. That, (1.1., prj) = 0 if a <J por if a andPare unrelatedwith respect
to <J is a basic result in the charactertheory of thesymmetric groups. It is also
basic that (1.'1., p") > 0 for each Co( E '.pI/'
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If a(x) == 0 for each tI. E 'l~", then we are done; so, let E be the set of all
:' E il" such that a("/) f. O! andassume that S is not empty. Let !:J. be a member
of E that is maximal with respect to . andobserve thata(O) == 0 for each () such
that () r- z. If!:J. is neither (2,1"-2) nor (111), then rank(.J~) ~ n - 2: so
o=.: [~](J:r) =: La(fJ)[;/f](Jx) == La(fJ)[x'J](J1 ) == a(:>:)[i(](/~).
Iff:'tIn 1/ X
But 1l![{~](J:t) == (1.\ p') i O. Therefore, lie:>:) :::: O. This contradiction irnplies
that 'J. must be either (2,1 11 - 2) or (111) and completes the proof. 0
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